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(c) A tuna product that is labeled 
with the official mark, described in 
§ 216.95, may not be labeled with any 
other label or mark that refers to dol-
phins, porpoises, or marine mammals. 

[69 FR 55307, Sept. 13, 2004] 

§ 216.92 Dolphin-safe requirements for 
tuna harvested in the ETP by large 
purse seine vessels. 

(a) U.S. vessels. Tuna products that 
contain tuna harvested by U.S. flag 
purse seine vessels of greater than 400 
st (362.8 mt) carrying capacity in the 
ETP may be labeled dolphin-safe only 
if the following requirements are met: 

(1) Tuna Tracking Forms containing 
a complete record of all the fishing ac-
tivities on the trip, certified by the 
vessel Captain and the observer, are 
submitted to the Administrator, 
Southwest Region, at the end of the 
fishing trip during which the tuna was 
harvested; 

(2) The tuna is delivered for proc-
essing to a U.S. tuna processor in a 
plant located in one of the 50 states, 
Puerto Rico, or American Samoa that 
is in compliance with the tuna track-
ing and verification requirements of 
§ 216.93; and 

(3) The tuna or tuna products meet 
the dolphin-safe labeling standards 
under § 216.91. 

(b) Imported tuna. (1) Yellowfin tuna 
or tuna products harvested in the ETP 
by vessels of greater than 400 st (362.8 
mt) carrying capacity and presented 
for import into the United States may 
be labeled dolphin-safe only if the yel-
lowfin tuna was harvested by a U.S. 
vessel fishing in compliance with the 
requirements of the IDCP and applica-
ble U.S. law, or by a vessel belonging 
to a nation that has obtained an af-
firmative finding under § 216.24(f)(8). 

(2) Tuna or tuna products, other than 
yellowfin tuna, harvested in the ETP 
by purse seine vessels of greater than 
400 st (362.8 mt) carrying capacity and 
presented for import into the United 
States may be labeled dolphin-safe 
only if: 

(i) The tuna was harvested by a U.S. 
vessel fishing in compliance with the 
requirements of the IDCP and applica-
ble U.S. law, or by a vessel belonging 
to a nation that is a Party to the 
Agreement on the IDCP or has applied 

to become a Party and is adhering to 
all the requirements of the Agreement 
on the IDCP Tuna Tracking and 
Verification Plan; 

(ii) The tuna or tuna products are ac-
companied by a properly completed 
FCO; and 

(iii) The tuna or tuna products are 
accompanied by valid documentation 
signed by a representative of the appro-
priate IDCP member nation, con-
taining the harvesting vessel names 
and tuna tracking form numbers rep-
resented in the shipment, and certi-
fying that: 

(A) There was an IDCP approved ob-
server on board the vessel(s) during the 
entire trip(s); and 

(B) The tuna contained in the ship-
ment were caught according to the dol-
phin-safe labeling standards of § 216.91. 

[69 FR 55307, Sept. 13, 2004] 

§ 216.93 Tracking and verification pro-
gram. 

The Administrator, Southwest Re-
gion, has established a national track-
ing and verification program to accu-
rately document the dolphin-safe con-
dition of tuna, under the standards set 
forth in §§ 216.91 and 216.92. The track-
ing program includes procedures and 
reports for use when importing tuna 
into the United States and during U.S. 
purse seine fishing, processing, and 
marketing in the United States and 
abroad. Verification of tracking sys-
tem operations is attained through the 
establishment of audit and document 
review requirements. The tracking pro-
gram is consistent with the inter-
national tuna tracking and verification 
program adopted by the Parties to the 
Agreement on the IDCP. 

(a) Tuna tracking forms. Whenever a 
U.S. flag tuna purse seine vessel of 
greater than 400 st (362.8 mt) carrying 
capacity fishes in the ETP, IDCP ap-
proved Tuna Tracking Forms (TTFs), 
bearing a unique number assigned to 
that trip, are used by the observer to 
record every set made during that trip. 
One TTF is used to record dolphin-safe 
sets and a second TTF is used to record 
non-dolphin-safe sets. The information 
entered on the TTFs following each set 
includes the date, well number, weights 
by species composition, estimated tons 
loaded, and additional notes, if any. 
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